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Abstract
The Minimum Income Standard (MIS), a method for constructing minimum household budgets based on public consensus, helps to operationalise Townsend’s concept of a 'participatory social minimum'. Since 2008 MIS has tracked changes in the contents and cost of minimum baskets of goods and services. The article reflects on aspects of this research: the living standard that MIS represents, how consensus is reached and its record of providing consistent results over time. Understanding these features allows policy makers, practitioners and analysts to use the results of MIS appropriately, alongside other research, to benchmark the success of measures to promote adequate incomes.
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1 Introduction

There is today widespread political and public agreement over the need to help groups who have been ‘left behind’ by economic growth and prosperity. This is not however matched by a clear, commonly shared understanding of how to judge progress in helping households on low incomes to attain acceptable living standards. While poverty and living standards are multi-dimensional, public policies affecting household income have to take a view of what levels of income are likely to meet people’s needs (Spicker, 2012).

Modern concepts of poverty and minimum living standards go beyond describing the income threshold required to meet the basic material essentials of subsistence, typified by Rowntree’s (1901) measurement of ‘primary poverty’. In the late 20th century, writers such as Townsend (1979) and Doyal and Gough (1991) emphasised the importance of meeting psychological and emotional as well as physical needs. Townsend made social criteria central by defining people as being in poverty if they lack the resources necessary to reach a living standard considered ‘customary, or at least widely encouraged or approved in the societies to which they belong’ (1979: 31).

In designing policies to promote incomes compatible with social inclusion, governments can draw on various indicators and thresholds, each with advantages and limitations. Indicators of relative poverty, such as those central to the UK government-produced Households Below Average Income series (DWP, 2017), track the number of households falling well below an income norm, based on the idea that relative economic welfare is important ‘economic distance’. But relative income indicators alone do not account for the extent to which low income lowers people’s ‘capabilities’ and prevents them from functioning in society (Ravaillon and Chen, 2011: 1252; Sen, 1985; Hick, 2012). Deprivation measures yield more direct evidence of the negative consequences of low income, using surveys to show how many households are unable to afford items considered to be necessary by a majority of members of the public (Mack and Lansley, 1985; Gordon and Pantazis, 1997; Gordon et al, 2001, 2013; Fahmy, 2014). These provide a broad indication of trends in the numbers who are deprived in this sense, but do not in themselves tell
policy makers what income level a household requires to meet its needs. Income levels have clear correlations with the risk of deprivation, with good health and poor health, and social survey data can be used to shed light on the extent of these risks (Deeming, 2017). However, the evidence tends to show a continuous gradient, rather than a clear-cut income threshold at which these risks rapidly become more likely (Berthoud and Bryan, 2011; Hirsch et al, 2016: 20; Marmot, 2010).

While both deprivation and relative income provide useful tools in monitoring low income and its consequences, neither is directly referenced on evidence of how much income households actually need to maintain a participatory social minimum. A third strand of research, focused on establishing budget standards, can complement these other indicators by identifying such an income as a benchmark or reference-point. Budget standards identify income thresholds sufficient to purchase a set of items required to meet household needs (Bradshaw, 1993, Davis et al, 2015). As discussed later in this article, central to budget standards approaches then are critical questions of how such standards are calculated, by whom, and against what definition of need. These characteristics of budget standards research influence how they should be interpreted and used by policy makers and others.

This article describes the development and calculation of one form of budget standard, the Minimum Income Standard (MIS), in recent years. This takes the form of a ‘consensual’ budget standard, that is one based on what members of the public judge to be enough for people to reach a ‘minimum standard of living’. Such a measure was first proposed by Walker (1987), and developed by Middleton (2000) before being applied using the current method from 2008 (Bradshaw et al, 2008). Walker’s view was that Townsend’s ‘participatory social minimum’ was best operationalised by building consensus among citizens about what it means and takes to participate fully in society. A consensual standard as proposed by Walker and later implemented in MIS seeks to represent not a ‘poverty line’, but rather a more positive concept of a decent living standard in the eyes of citizens. Its placing of members of the public at the centre of decision-making distinguishes it from other budget standards research based more on expert judgements in conjunction with expenditure and other data (Bradshaw, 1993; Deeming, 2010; Storms et al, 2013).
The Minimum Income Standard research has provided a regularly updated set of annual income benchmarks for a range of households since 2008. The main purpose of this article is to describe and reflect on critical aspects of this research, in order to shed light on how its results can be interpreted and used by policy makers, practitioners and analysts. Specifically, the remainder of the article considers: first, the research design and the criteria used to identify what households need; second, how the central feature of formulating a social consensus has worked in practice; and third, the record of the research in providing data of sufficient consistency to be useful as a way of monitoring progress in reducing low income. The conclusion reflects on how the evidence that the Minimum Income Standard produces can inform policy makers, practitioners and analysts.

2. The MIS research, how it defines adequacy and who decides

The Minimum Income Standard research entails members of the public drawing up lists of items that a range of different households require. The lists are principally drawn up through a series of deliberative focus groups, and successive groups build up budget lists through negotiation and consensus. The method is not an opinion poll of individuals, nor does it seek to average the views of different groups, but is rather a mediated set of negotiations whose results have been built up through multiple interactions: between individuals within groups, between different groups and between members of the public and experts (for more detail see Bradshaw et al, 2008 and Davis et al, 2015). Supported by the Joseph Rowntree Foundation, the MIS research for the whole UK has been carried out regularly since 2008.

In considering both the meaning of the standard and the methods used to calculate it, it is useful to consider four conceptual criteria set out by Veit Wilson (1998: 21) with regard to what income is adequate: ‘adequacy for what? adequacy for how long?, adequacy for whom? and who says?’ (italics in original). The first two questions influence the design of the research stages of MIS and of the guides used by researchers to initiate, mediate and structure the discussion. The latter two inform recruitment processes and group composition.
Adequacy for what?

Previous budget standards research has adopted various approaches to defining an ‘adequacy’ level, in terms of what level of needs or living standards it seeks to represent. For example, the University of York’s Family Budget Unit defined two levels as (i) ‘modest but adequate’, interpreted as ‘the standard at which most households aim: roughly twice the poverty threshold but well short of affluence’ and (ii) ‘low cost but acceptable’, described as equating to the poverty line (Parker, 2002). In devising a common basis for reference budgets in various European countries, Storms et al (2013) draw on a theoretical framework anchored in a theory of human need (Doyal and Gough, 1991).

The Minimum Income Standard research started with a broad concept of what households require for a minimum standard of living, but no further predefinition of what this should mean. Rather, the initial study in 2006-2008 started with an exploratory phase of eight ‘orientation’ groups, who discussed what a minimum standard of living in Britain today should include or exclude in broad ‘categorical’, rather than specific terms. In addition to basic requirements such as food, clothing and accommodation compatible with good health, other, less material aspects were emphasised, such as the need for educational and employment opportunities, security, and the ability to maintain relationships with friends and family.

The discussions were analysed thematically and used to formulate a statement intended to express what constitutes adequacy in today’s society:

A minimum standard of living in the UK today includes, but is more than, just food, clothes and shelter. It is about having what you need in order to have the opportunities and choices necessary to participate in society. (Davis et al., 2016: 1).

This definition underlying MIS has been used in all subsequent groups throughout the research programme. This consistent framing strengthens the probability that groups have a shared idea of the living standard that a minimum income is intended to provide and around which consensus can be built. By articulating the requirement for opportunities, choices and participation, it goes beyond a narrow concept of
escaping poverty by avoiding hardship. This aligns with previous formulations of social inclusion as a need - going back to Adam Smith’s (1776) judgement that you need a linen shirt to be respectable; including the radical J.A. Hobson’s (1891) recognition that necessities go beyond subsistence and also have a social dimension; and later at the heart of Townsend’s (1979) concept of adhering to social custom, referred to earlier. Importantly, the reference in the MIS definition to need distinguishes it from the ‘modest but adequate’ standard’s reference to what people ‘aim’ at: MIS groups always distinguish between ‘needs’ and ‘wants’ when considering what to include in minimum budgets.

Adequacy for how long?
It is possible to design budget standards that are designed to be suitable for only a brief period – for example while people are on a reduced income when out of work, based on the assumption that they will be unemployed for a limited time and then will have a higher income that allows a higher standard of living. However, there is much evidence to support the claim that living at a subsistence level for a prolonged period can have damaging consequences. Low income often forces people to prioritise their resources, leaving some needs unmet, including postponing or going without routine health or dental care, cutting back on food and feeling constrained in their ability to socialise or feel included, which can have adverse effects on their self-esteem and emotional health (e.g. Daly and Kelly, 2015; Hill et al, 2016; Kempson, 1996; Kyprianou, 2015). MIS seeks to establish a level at which a household could live for an indefinite period without this causing its members negative consequences in terms of their physical, mental or emotional well-being, and includes spending on replacing household goods and other longer-lasting items, translating these expenses into pro rata weekly amounts according to their expected lifetime.

Adequacy for whom? and Who says?
Walker suggested in 1987 that budget standards should be grounded in experiential knowledge and public consensus. But this raises the critical question of whose experiences should be taken into account, and who should agree on what comprises essentials. One approach is for people on low incomes to draw on their experiences to identify what people on low incomes need; another is for people from across
income groups to discuss what comprises a minimum in the context of how people live more generally.

Previous studies have adopted a variety of different approaches to this. Research in New Zealand (Waldegrave et al, 1996), Canada (Winnipeg Harvest and the Social Planning Council of Winnipeg, 2012) and Belgium (Storms, 2000) for example, involved participants drawn exclusively from low income households, based on the idea that they would be best placed to understand what a modest standard of living should include. However, Middleton (2000) argued that gathering opinions only from those already in potentially financially constrained circumstances would be more likely to generate a description of life on a low income, rather than a broader societal consensus of what is needed by any citizen in order to have a minimum socially acceptable standard of living. Deeming (2017), building on Bourdieu’s (1984) analysis of taste and class, similarly demonstrates that such socially selective research will bias findings to cater for only certain social classes and consequently tastes (Atkinson and Deeming 2015). The MIS research conducted in the UK therefore recruits participants from across a range of different socio-economic groups. It asks them to consider what a hypothetical ’case study’ individual or household would require as a minimum, without specifying their income or socio-economic status, in order not to prejudice discussions about what people need with assumptions about what their economic situation enables them to afford.

Each wave of groups in MIS is recruited afresh in order to avoid results depending excessively on the perspectives of any one group of individuals. By recruiting from the same demographic as the individual or household whose needs are being discussed, MIS ensures that participants are informed by their own experiences, and are able to explain why certain items are needed or not needed, situating decisions in everyday life. For instance, when discussing whether internet access is a necessity in the home, rather than via public facilities such as libraries, parents with pre-school children cited practical difficulties in using a computer with a young child in tow, while those with school-age children noted the limitations of doing homework only during library opening hours.
While the central principle of MIS is therefore that decisions about necessities rest with members of the public who have the greatest ‘expertise’ in what it is like to live in a particular household type in contemporary society, there are some areas where this everyday knowledge is supplemented by technical knowledge. For example, after groups specify the minimum size of house or flat required, a domestic fuel expert estimates the energy required to heat and power such a home, compatible with keeping it sufficiently warm: this requires technical knowledge not held by most members of the public. In the case of food, lay and expert knowledge interact, with members of the public having the final say. A nutritionist uses descriptions of typical meals drawn up by groups for a range of different individuals, combining these into weekly menus. These are then analysed against nutritional guidelines recommended for maintaining health (e.g. the Recommended Daily Intake (RDI) of vitamins and minerals, the amount of saturated vs unsaturated fat, calorie intake and so forth). If the nutritionist finds that the guidelines would be better met with the addition or reduction of some components any suggested changes are taken back to groups to check that this is acceptable.

3 Formulating a consensus

A central challenge for the MIS method is to identify items required for a minimum living standard based on consensus among members of the public. The advantage of focus groups over individual interviews in social research is that the interaction between participants helps to formulate perspectives that may not have been yielded from the isolated questioning of individuals (Merton and Kendall, 1946; Krueger and Casey, 2009;). However, deliberative focus groups seek to go further, not just revealing fresh perspectives but being tasked with taking decisions through ‘consensus’ – interpreted as meaning ‘general agreement’, rather than ‘unanimity’ (Urfalino, 2006; Moore, 2012; Smithson and Diaz, 1996, Deeming, 2017). Sometimes individuals start by expressing different individual views, and group discussion seeks to reach a decision acceptable to the group as a whole. This may involve negotiating a common position, with the possibility of some individuals acknowledging that their own personal views are outliers. Another approach, used by Fahmy et al (2012) to identify necessities through focus groups as part of the UK Poverty and Social Exclusion Survey, is to take a majority view where agreement
cannot be reached. This is not the approach used within MIS, which rather seeks to build a consensus over a sequence of groups: where a single group does not reach agreement, subsequent groups take account of the earlier group’s arguments in reaching decisions (see below).

This consensus-building process can be understood first in terms of its purpose in relation to identifying a social minimum, second in terms of the research process and third in terms of how it has been worked out in the MIS research.

**Collective objectivity rather than individual subjectivity**

Walker (1987: 213-214) pointed to a crucial weakness of using survey questions in order to find out what people think are ‘necessities’: respondents are being ‘asked to provide immediate responses to tightly worded questions about complex and sensitive issues to which few of them will previously have given much thought’. Moreover, in giving an initial opinion on what comprise ‘needs’, it seems reasonable to assume that each person will be responding *as an individual*, strongly based on their own individual experiences and preferences, even if the question invites them to consider what is needed more generally by others in society. Since research on socially defined necessities seeks to consider what society in general deems essential for everyone, such an individualised research method has serious limitations. Burchardt (2014: 15) suggests instead that adopting a deliberative approach is ‘particularly well-suited to situations where the challenge is to identify an informed, considered, and collective view.’

In MIS groups, the task is carefully and consistently framed in order to do all that is possible to avoid individuals simply expressing their own personal views in isolation. The emphasis is on the group developing a collective view, in which participants are informed by the perspectives of others. Reference to the needs of hypothetical ‘case study’ individuals helps with this projection away from one’s own preferences, towards a more generalised conception of what people need. While participants draw upon their own experiences and knowledge of the world around them, they are encouraged to adopt an objective stance in considering with fellow-participants, why someone might need various items in order to reach a minimum *socially acceptable* standard in keeping with the MIS definition referred to previously.
Methods for dealing with difference

A critical aspect of consensus building is how differences are dealt with. In many cases, participants start with common or similar views of what items are needed for an acceptable standard of living. In instances where participants initially express differing views, detailed discussion and negotiation commonly allows them to converge on answers that the group as a whole can agree on. The facilitator’s role is to ensure that different views are heard, and to moderate the discussion and move it along; referring groups back to the MIS definition and the case study where necessary, capturing decisions, reflecting key points back to the group, and probing for rationales.

In carrying out these tasks it is important for the researchers to seek to minimise the well documented potential disadvantages of focus groups, including researcher bias and the unequal weight given to “louder and quieter voices” (Deeming, 2017; Morgan, 1997). While these risks cannot be fully eliminated, the research always uses two researchers who jointly analyse the decisions reached, helped by transcribed recordings, and by flipcharts used within the group recording decisions in real time. The latter feature allows facilitators to check explicitly with the group that decisions have been interpreted correctly, giving individuals the chance to object where this is not the case.

A further key feature of the MIS research is its approach to developing a negotiated consensus in successive groups. New participants are recruited at each stage in a different location. After the first wave of groups, researchers compile lists of items based on group decisions to take to subsequent groups, who review not only what items are included but also the specified quantity, quality, lifespan and retailer. There is a large level of agreement in between stages, as well as some instances of revision of the detail of budgets, where a later group brings some new points into consideration having been informed of and taken account of the earlier group’s reasoning. In addition, in the small minority of cases where groups have not been able to reach consensus, subsequent groups are tasked with resolving differences. In these instances it is useful to be able to present any conflicting points of view to a new group of people, who have not become entrenched in particular positions and
are thus more able to consider the arguments ‘dispassionately’ than the previous group.

Reaching consensus in practice
Davis et al, (2015) provide an account with detailed illustrations of how consensus is reached within MIS. While many decisions are made relatively quickly and directly without controversy, others can be the subject of lengthy and detailed debate before reaching a conclusion. For example, when discussing whether a family with children need a tumble dryer, some parents start by viewing this as a luxury (a ‘nice to have’ rather than ‘need to have’ item), suggesting that washing can be dried on an outside clothes lines and on airers inside the home, while others say this is not be sufficient. One reason why negotiation has been effective for this item is that rather than being asked to decide whether or not a tumble dryer is either always or never essential for a family, parents debate what family size represents a ‘tipping point’ above which this becomes a necessity. Groups of parents have consistently agreed that if there are one or two children in a family a tumble dryer is not essential, but if there are three or more, then this is needed in order to be able to get clothing, bedding and towels dry.

Not all decisions are dichotomous: some centre more around the nature of an item than whether it should be included or not. For example, groups are unanimous that a home needs comfortable seating, but take time to deliberate over whether, to meet this need, a sofa should be fabric or leather, and what the implications are of each decision in terms of value for money and durability. Parents have discussed the fact that leather furniture is easier to wipe clean, and more likely to be hard wearing, but have ultimately agreed that a fabric three piece suite with washable covers would last as long, if a blanket or throw is put over it to reduce wear and tear. In this case, discussion strengthened support for one viewpoint by exploring different factors relevant to the decision.

In other cases, differences may be resolved by compromise. For example, when discussing food baskets, some participants say food can be prepared in bulk and frozen, but others argue for convenience meals because some people lack time or skills for such preparation. In this instance a compromise is agreed to include a few
options each week based on pre-prepared food, such as frozen pizza or making a chicken curry with a jar of sauce, with the rest being freshly prepared from raw ingredients. This example shows how people are informed by their own preferences and practices, but recognise that people should have the right to exercise choice about how they buy and prepare food.

Participants also respect diversity in tastes and preferences in other budget areas, and refer to the fact that the definition of the minimum includes a clear reference to having choice. In 2016, pensioners included a bicycle in the list of what a pensioner needs. Some of those making this decision were cyclists, others were not, but they based this decision not on their individual requirements but on what they thought people should be able to choose to do if they wished to.

A final aspect of the consensus-building process is the resolution of an impasse in a previous group. In one instance a group was divided between parents who thought that secondary school children ought to be able to go on school trips outside the UK and those who did not. The former argued that this this was valuable for children, helping them to broaden their horizons; the latter that it was a ‘nice to have’ rather than a ‘need to have’ opportunity. A lengthy discussion was not resolved. In a later group, the two arguments were summarised by facilitators and after considering both points of view, participants decided that the need within the terms of the definition was for the child to be able to go on school trips relating to the curriculum, and UK-based trips arranged for the end of the school year, to a theme park, for example. Parents noted that if the family chose to pay for a more expensive international trip this could take the place of the family holiday, so did not require additional resource allocated specifically for this purpose.

4 Does MIS produce coherent, meaningful results?

As well as giving qualitative insights into what is required for a socially acceptable living standard, MIS produces quantitative estimates of how many people live below this standard, and how this changes over time, as well as serving as the basis for calculating an accredited ‘living wage’ (see D'Arcy and Finch, 2016). Consequently it is important for MIS results to be both coherent and consistent in their meaning. In
particular, where results show change over time, there needs to be confidence that these result from ‘real’ social change, rather than from arbitrary or incidental fluctuations.

As with any qualitative research, MIS is not intended to produce results that, as with a nationally representative survey, could be replicated within a specified margin of error were it to be repeated with a different set of respondents. However, were results to become overly dependent on who took part and how discussions went within any one wave, its value as a benchmark would be limited.

After a decade during which the research has been conducted a number of times, it is possible to look at the contents of the baskets identified by groups, at the rationales for what is included and at the total value of budgets for each household type, to assess to what extent a consistent pattern emerges. Note that since one objective of MIS is to measure how the minimum is affected by real changes in society, consistency does not mean no change at all, but rather that most significant changes in budgets can be explained by changes in society identified by groups, rather than being subject to unexplained fluctuations in results.

**Stability in the contents of baskets**

MIS seeks to ensure that the contents of baskets are not excessively influenced by the views of any one individual or group of individuals, by using the consensus-building method described above, and in particular by incorporating iterative stages where decisions from one group are reviewed by others. The research is also designed to address possible discrepancies in how groups go about discussing what is needed through the way in which the tasks undertaken are structured, both within each stage and within the process. In order to have a consistent approach and framing of the task, all group discussions begin with an explanation by the group’s facilitators of the MIS ‘definition’ given above stating that the standard aims to distinguish between ‘wants’ and ‘needs’.

Participants are then asked to imagine walking through the home of the individual under discussion, considering each room in turn to develop a picture of how they would live, in order to reach the living standard described by the definition. The
shared understanding of how homes are conventionally arranged enables people to visualise the home room by room and think about what kind of activities take place in each space, as well as outside the home in meeting social obligations and leisure requirements. This framework ensures a reasonable consistency of categorisation: items tend to be discussed under similar headings.

This method has produced a high degree of commonality, both in terms of budget lists being drawn up by one group being mainly confirmed by others, and in terms of ‘rebase’ groups drawing up budgets from scratch. The overall shape of the baskets, and most of the individual items included, has remained the same, underpinned by a high degree of consistency in the rationales identified across groups and across research cycles. Significant changes – such as the introduction of a car for families with children in 2012 and of a laptop and broadband internet access for pensioners in 2014 - have been attributed by groups to changes in society that have been identified in other research. In the first case, a reaction to changes in the level of public transport services (Campaign for Better Transport, 2015) and in the second, the importance and prevalence of internet access (Ofcom, 2016).

The level of similarity over time often extends not only to what is included in broad terms, but also in quite specific details – for example, groups have agreed in each iteration that all households should be able to have a holiday. As with the rest of the budgets, the point is not to generate a prescriptive way in which everyone would take a holiday, but to find a way of describing what kind of holiday would meet people’s needs – and this has essentially stayed the same since 2008. All working age budgets include a one week break in self-catering accommodation – for families with children this is on a caravan park, such as a Haven site, near the sea. Working age adults without children talk about a budget for hiring a cottage in the countryside (shared with a friend if single). Pensioners describe a coach tour holiday that includes travel, half-board accommodation, day trips and some evening entertainment. Groups acknowledge that not everyone would choose to have the same kind of holiday, but agree that these descriptions would meet basic needs – a change of scene, a break from routine, a chance to spend time with others. Some groups have discussed the possibility of using the same resources to have a cheap foreign holiday, or a shorter break in a city, but the description they come back to, as
a way of articulating what components a holiday needs to have, has remained
unchanged so far. This kind of stability and consistency over time suggests that the
‘answers’ being reached each time, independently of what has gone before, are not
an arbitrary opinion that would change if the exercise were repeated, but reflect a
genuinely shared understanding of what minimum needs are and how to meet them.

This does not mean, however, that all items in a minimum basket remain identical,
and various small changes occur that could not readily be explained by changes in
society. For example in 2012 parents included six glass tumblers in the kitchen and
dining section, whereas in 2016 the list included two sets of four. Another kind of
change occasionally occurs because of an alteration in the framework for identifying
costs. For example, since 2012, groups have been more systematic than previously
in listing specific toiletry and other personal items. Previously, in some cases they
had simply estimated the overall cost within certain categories rather than listing
each item needed. This appears to have caused an arbitrary increase in the sums
specified for personal goods. In the interests of transparency, the MIS facilitators
have endeavoured to encourage groups to move to individual costing of items where
possible, and this kind of guidance about how to structure budgets should reduce the
risk of comparable changes in the way budgets are compiled. However, where this
kind of change in approach does occur, it is possible to identify it and estimate the
size of its effect when interpreting change over time.

Stability in overall budget levels
Thus there is bound to be at least some small degree of inconsistency in results from
one MIS cycle to the next, which should make users cautious about interpreting
small changes. For MIS to be useful, these should not be large, and the results so
far suggest that they have not been.

The overall level of consistency in results in quantitative terms is illustrated in Figure
1, which compares the size and distribution of inflation-adjusted budgets the first and
second time that they were researched for single people, six years apart. This
period saw a fall in the budget by 2.5 per cent in real terms, a remarkably small
change given that the budgets were drawn up by different groups from a blank sheet.
The distribution across categories was also very similar overall. The item that fell the
most was food, due to groups specifying less expenditure on eating out and takeaways, attributed to tougher economic times. Social participation costs also fell, despite computers and the internet being introduced into a minimum basket, because there were budget reductions associated with technological change, including less spent on stationery and newspapers, and the exclusion of a landline from the list of essentials. On the other hand, expenditure on fuel rose, due to a change in the type of housing assumed for people without children. Since the first MIS study in 2008, a model based on social housing (used as a cost baseline, not to argue that everybody is able to access social housing) has been changed to privately rented housing for working age adults without children. MIS groups comprising such adults now consider it so unlikely that a single person without additional needs will be able to rent from a social provider that it is no longer useful even as a baseline. The less thermally efficient nature of the private rented stock compared to social housing explains the increase in the fuel budget.
Thus, even the relatively limited differences in the single person’s MIS basket in 2008 and 2014 were mainly attributable to explicable changes. Those that are not are small, like the glass tumbler example given above, and to a large extent such small changes in both directions cancel each other out. This has also been the case for families with children and pensioners, although in both cases there have been more explicable changes in the baskets, so picking out what is unexplained can be more complex than in the single person’s case shown in Figure 1.

Even when combining changes that can and cannot be explained, the total variation in budgets from 2008 and 2016 was modest, at a time when stagnating general incomes would not lead one to expect a big change in the size of the minimum. Even for families with children, where the need for a car was introduced in 2012
(Davis et al., 2012), this did not cause a very large increase in the overall household budget requirement for most families, and was offset by some more modest specifications for living in a time of austerity. In real terms, the change in the size of the basket is estimated at between a four per cent fall and a three per cent rise for most families with children. An exception is the case of the lone parent with a baby, for whom the large fixed additional cost of owning a car is high relative to overall expenses, influencing a 12 per cent rise in the value of the basket between 2008 and 2016 (Davis et al., 2016: 30).

In summary, the MIS results have so far been characterised by general stability over time, with some modest changes reflecting changes in society (which is the intention) and some considerably smaller fluctuations that cannot be readily attributed to any ‘real’ change (which is not the intention). This suggests that as an income benchmark it is far from perfect, but arguably less ‘imperfect’ than a measure such as relative income, which is not subject to small arbitrary changes in qualitatively derived data, but is also unable to capture specific changes in society that affect costs. For example, the value of a free bus pass is worth nearly 10 per cent of a single pensioner’s basket (net of rent and council tax, based on the cost of a bus pass in the non-pensioner budget: author calculation based on MIS data). When the pass first became free for pensioners in 2008, the relative-income benchmark did not change, whereas the MIS budgets excluded the cost of bus travel for pensioners. Further, while MIS accounts for the effect of inflation where it differs significantly between the cost of a minimum basket and the costs faced by an average household (Hirsch et al., 2011), relative income thresholds do not.

5 Conclusion

Nine years of MIS research in the UK provides evidence that this approach can give meaningful estimates of minimum household budget requirements, based on social consensus. Building from Townsend’s conceptual framework, it recognises the importance of having not only material goods but also those things that constitute and facilitate social participation. The research has also shown that the general public are able to reach a negotiated consensus of what should be included, and to
articulate a minimum that includes material necessities as well as requirements for participating in society.

The consistency of the findings has been underpinned by the research design, which promotes decisions that are carefully considered, and confirmed by more than one group, based on clearly articulated rationales, to prevent decisions being arbitrary. In practice, this has produced high levels of agreement among multiple members of groups, of corroboration from one group to the next and of consistency across research waves when new participants draw up budgets from scratch. Where significant changes have been identified over time, these are mainly supported by rationales given by members of the public, rooted in lived experience, which point to how life and the social worlds they inhabit are changing. Some smaller unexplained fluctuations remain, so minor changes in budget levels should be interpreted with caution, but it can be argued that more significant ones do reflect ‘real’ social change.

These characteristics make MIS a useful benchmark in policy, practice and analysis related to low income, especially in combination with other empirical evidence relating to living standards. It can assist policy makers in making grounded judgements about their objectives, particularly in terms of moving households towards income levels at which they can achieve and maintain a reasonable standard of living. In this sense, it is different from a ‘poverty line’, representing a threshold below which it is unacceptable (in political rhetoric) that people should fall, but rather a beacon of decent living standards for all, marking a direction of travel.

Such a beacon is already directly influencing the setting of wages, through the use of MIS in calculating the pay rate used to accredit Living Wage employers. The Living Wage Commission (2016), which has endorsed this approach, explicitly recognises the value of a standard based on social consensus.

Finally, MIS can be an effective analytical tool for tracking incomes relative to minimum needs, defined with reference to changing social and economic conditions, measured by repeating the research for each household type every four years. Annual reports on how many households fall below the standard use adjusted
benchmarks that assume that changes noted in each quadrennial research round are spread evenly over four years, helping to avoid a 'lumpy’ adjustment of the standard (Padley et al., 2017). MIS thus gives form to Townsend’s concept of a participatory social minimum, allowing the adequacy of household incomes to be monitored in these terms.
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